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The best free running apps do what they say in the tin: they're free and help you run. There's nothing better, right? With more people than ever running in lockdown - and the fact that some of the most popular and previously free running apps now charge for some of their services, finding a free alternative is a great way to stay on track. According to one report, not only did we do more running, we also
talked about running more – in March, 34 million people discussed sidewalk-thumping entertainment on social media and 207k shared walking statistics from workout apps – both figures were over January and February combined. The national lockdown forced us from the gym to the garden, to the outdoors, trying to find a way to stay active and fit - running, it seems, has taken the cake in terms of
accessibility and scalability. Thanks, run! But, knowing you're running, how can you really defend it? From motivational run-walk plans to route trackers, navigation aids and mile loggers, we've compiled 8 of the best free running apps to help you reach your next PB - including one that has a 92% jump in downloads in 2019. Wowza, what's going on? Ads – Continue Reading Under the Sofa 1 to 5K Everyone
from your dentist to your aunt seems to have flirted with the idea of doing a Sofa up to 5k – a running plan that makes runners beginners and runners who never run before runners can run the full 5k. And, according to the BBC, more than 858,000 downloaded the app (supported by the NHS) between March and June. That's a whopping 92% increase on the previous year! The app has five different trainers
to motivate you on your journey - as well as telling you when to run and when to walk - including comedian Sarah Millican, radio presenter Jo Whiley and Olympian Michael Johnson. Woah. The program can be completed in 9 weeks or more if you want and this app helps you keep running when it stops seems like the easiest option. There are part-time bells when you're halfway through so you know to
reverse and complete loops, a before and after ranking system to track your motivation as well as an easy-to-follow countdown timer so you always know how long each run is left. The iOS / ANDROID 2 Map My Run Map My Run running app, Under Armour, has a myriad of features to make your running experience smoother than ever. It connects to several wearable devices - including Apple Health, Apple
Watch, Garmin, Fitbit, Jawbone, and more - meaning you can get out with just your fitness tracker, safe in the knowledge your stats are still being recorded. The app also offers real-time audio training on GPS-tracked runs, changeable sounds for statistics such as speed, distance, and altitude. IOS / ANDROID 3 Adidas Runtastic You may have Adidas running shoes but have you ever tried on their running
app? Well, if you haven't then lace up because there are so many cool features that you need to take advantage of the distance, time, speed, altitude and calorie tracking for to feedback, targeted challenges, and customizable goals. Oh, and they'll even go a step further, tracking how many miles you've walked in your running shoes and telling you when is the right time to start thinking about investing in a
new partner. They really think of everything. Cheers, Adidas. IOS / ANDROID 4 Runkeeper Runkeeper by ASICS does a lot of things. It can track your runs, set goals to run further and faster, listen to audio statistics that tell you your speed, distance, and time, follow personalized plans that keep you improving and joining the virtual challenges within the app. The best? The app syncs with wearables so you
can leave your phone at home and only with your Apple Watch and still keep track of your stats. IOS/ANDROID 5 Nike Run Club Nike Run Club describes this app as 'your perfect running partner,' and TBH, we have to agree with them. Track and save runs in an easy-to-navigate super-aesthetic app, make good use of GPS to keep you on route, listen to audio training and set weekly, monthly or custom
distance challenges and bespoke training plans to ensure you continue to destroy your goals. While the trophies and badges you collect for new achievements may be virtual they still mean the world to us. Get out there! IOS / ANDROID 6 Running Distance Tracker + Slated as the 'most accurate running app available' Running Distance Tracker + tracks speed, calories, heart rate, and of course, distance.
Take advantage of GPS to discover new running routes, take a peek at your speed and speed separation as well as heart rate and effort zones and listen to customizable voice feedback to tell you how you're going. There are paid options in the app but the basics – and it's really the only one you need – are free. Most importantly. IOS / ANDROID 7 Endomondo If you want to synchronize with other apps,
set goals to destroy, take challenges and socialize with your fellow runningmates, Endomondo may be the app for you. Featuring all the classics: running tracking, audio training, workout summaries, personal best notifications you can also add extra fun like documenting excellent (or difficult) runs with pictures, scrolling through your friend's workouts and commenting to keep them running! There is a
premium option but everything we listed above is completely free. Winner. IOS/ANDROID 8 Run Coach Run Coach does what it says in the tin: It trains you through and between your runs to make you a better runner. Customize your program as your fitness improves, adjust You if you miss a run and need to recalibrate your program, access new steps and goals as your abilities improve, sync with your
favorite wearables and take advantage of trainers on hand if you have questions about nutrition or injuries. IOS / ANDROID This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You may be able to find more information about and similar content in the malarie gokey /Digital TrendsApp piano.io store is a crowded place these days, and
since the storage space on your phone is often premium, you will want to fill it with not only the best, but also the most helpful apps out there. Because they come and go faster than the latest fashion trends, and digging through Google Play, the iTunes App Store, or else is such a mission; a little push in the right direction is often very welcome. Here's an app that we think you need to check out this week. If
you're big on a holiday card, here's an app that will save you trips to stores and post offices. Ink Cards allow users to design 5 x 7 cards by uploading photos and pairing them with more than 500 designs in a database. Once the design is complete, you can write a note on the back of the card. The card resolution is 300 dpi, and once you add the address to send it, the company sends it for $2 anywhere in
the world. Cards shipped to the U.S., U.K., Europe and Canada take about two to eight business days, while shipping them elsewhere in the world takes up to two or three weeks. This is a quick and easy way to send physical notes, not e-cards. Yahoo's Google Play iTunes has missed the mark with previous attempts to get into the messaging service, but the revamped Yahoo Messenger may finally be a
hit. Geared towards fun group messages, the app is sleek very fast and sports a nice user interface. The app uses an extensive Tumblr database to pull GIFs and even connect with Flickr. Users can like other messages and even cancel their delivery, deleting messages from everyone's chat. You can also see your chats on the Web or in Yahoo Mail. Note that this app does require your phone number to
provide a verification code. Google Play iTunes Thinking of a trip to the museum? With Google's new Arts and Culture app, you don't have to leave your room. The Google Cultural Institute has been paired with more than 850 museums, archives and organizations to allow users to browse through the collection's images and explore their history. Some museums offer 360 views, similar to Google Street
View, from specific exhibitions and images. This free app lets users zoom in on images, and offers categories such as time periods or media. It will be very easy to lose a few hours viewing through the extensive application library. Adobe's Google Play iTunes finally took Android seriously with the launch of Adobe Premiere Clip, a free video editing app. Because it's more designed to edit videos quickly
anywhere, the app lets users weave videos in minutes using short clips or images that on the device. Adobe also offers the option to add soundtracks from its music library, or you can choose from your library. The app lets you add titles, transitions, and slo-mo effects to your videos. If you're looking for a clean, simple, and lightweight video editor, try this one. Google Play iTunes Tribe is a neat little video
messaging app that lets you send a video message to people in your contact or group. Of course, it's easier when the person you're messaging has an app installed, but otherwise, the app asks for a sharing feature, allowing you to send a video message to someone through another app or via text. Although the app is certainly colorful, it's also sharp and quite similar to Snapchat. It even deletes every
message from the application database once it is opened. Google Play iTunes That's it for this week, but check back for more great apps every week. Editor's Recommendations
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